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Funny Shopville Stories (Shopkins)
Shopkins continue to be the hottest collectable craze! Shopkins are the hottest
collectible toy! What happens when the Shoppies try to make it in showbiz and
turn Shopville into Shoppywood? Everyone knows Popette is the biggest movie fan
in Shopville. One day, she decides to make a movie of her own-a popumentary
about what makes Shopville so great! All of the Shoppies want to get in on the
lights, camera, action, but each girl has a different idea of what kind of movie will
be the sweetest success. Jessicake goes for a show-stopping musical while
Bubbliesha thinks a suspenseful action flick is what will take the cake. But what
happens when Popette's movie begins looking less like a popbuster and more like a
total flopbuster?

The Official CollEGGtor's Guide
Readers will love to see their favorite grocery Shopkins in this second search and
find book that comes with more than 100 fruity scented stickers! Features
characters from Seasons 1-3. Shopkins is a top-selling toy property that features
more than 300 cute grocery store characters to collect, trade, and swap. In this
search and find book, kids will meet and play with the adorable Shopkins!
Featuring the gang of collectible characters from seasons 1 to 3, this book is
packed with colorful Shopville pictures to add stickers to and characters to search
and find. Sticker the pages to create delicious scenes with more than 100 sweetly
scented stickers!

Ultimate Collector's Guide (Beanie Boos)
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Meet Shopkins(TM) -- the newest collectable craze! Now available in ebook!
Shopkins(TM) are the hottest new collectible toy! Each fun figurine looks like a
miniature grocery store product. There are cute fruits, tasty treats, adorable
beauty products, and more. There are more than 140 Shopkins to collect in Season
1, and Season 2 of Shopkins will launch in Spring 2015. This Ultimate Collector's
Guide is the essential handbook for every Shopkins fan! Learn about Apple
Blossom, Strawberry Kiss, Cheeky Chocolate, and their friends. This book contains
all the Shopkins from Seasons 1 and 2, including rare and special editions. Plus, it
comes with a cool collector's checklist. So grab your cart and collect them
all--because once you shop, you can't stop!

The Magic Charm Chase (Little Charmers: 8X8 Storybook)
Dear Diary, A prank at Ever After High went royally wrong and turned the school
into a spelltacular mess. When I tried to help, I ended up making everything worse!
Now Headmaster Grimm thinks I was in on it with Kitty Cheshire, Lizzie Hearts, and
Faybelle Thorn, and we're all on castle clean up duty! As punishment for the prank,
the most enchanting dance of the year has been canceled, and fables are
spreading that it's all my fault. But maybe I can still save the day-and the dance-if
we fix up the school in time! Let's just hope we can finally see crown to crown
Charm you later, Apple White © 2017 Mattel. All Rights Reserved.

My Mom Has Two Jobs
Help all students write successful reports with these age-perfect nonfiction fill-in
frames! Kids simply research their topics, read the prompts, and then complete the
reproducible frames for structured reports that are ready to share. Topics include
animals, biography, autobiography, how--to, current events, and more. A truly
innovative resource! Provides the scaffolding for kids to write independently!
Meets the Langauge Arts and Common Core State Standards! Created by a mentor
teacher! Teaches nonfiction text features!

Welcome to Chef Club!
The Essential Film Companion for HERMIONE GRANGER that’s perfect for the
youngest fans! Hermione Granger hardly ever breaks the rules—unless, of course,
she needs to in order to rescue her friends and fight the Dark Lord, Voldemort.
Throughout all eight HARRY POTTER films, Hermione shows her wisdom and daring
on her adventures with best friends Harry and Ron, secretly brewing Polyjuice
Potion, rescuing Sirius Black with a Time-Turner, and creating Dumbledore’s Army.
Revisit these moments and more from the girl who proved that Muggle-borns can
be the most skilled witches and wizards of all. The experience of this eBook will be
best if viewed on a tablet.

Marvel Ooshies Updated Collector's Guide
Learn what Dotty, the multi-colored leopard, does in her spare time, or what
Gilbert, the giraffe, eats for breakfast. Filled with pictures of these big-eyed
beauties, this guidebook is perfect for anyone starting their own colorful collection.
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Splash and Dash
A guide to the twenty-six Shoppies characters and their best friends shares such
information as their favorite place to shop, dream pets, and go-to accessories.

Lights, Camera, Shopkins! (Shopkins)
Eight 5-minute stories featuring your favorite LEGO(R)DC characters! Join
Batman(TM), Superman(TM), Wonder Woman(TM), and many more in these eight
action-packed stories that can each be read in five minutes or less. Whether
they're fighting crime at a carnival or rescuing their friends from supervillains in
outer space, there's never a dull moment with these super heroes!

Monster High
Follow along as your favorite Shoppies celebrate Halloween! A sheet of 100 sweetsmelling stickers adds to the fun! It's Halloween in Shopville! Everyone is excited to
celebrate with a spooky costume contest. But Peppa-Mint can't figure out what to
wear. Can Bubbleisha help her friend find the best look? With over 100 sweetsmelling stickers, this un-boo-lievable storybook will delight Shoppies fans
everywhere!

Peppa Visits the Aquarium (Peppa Pig)
These best friends bring magic into everything they do! This storybook tells the
story of Hazel, Lavender, and Posie's latest magical misadventure. When a spell
goes wrong, Hazel's wand loses its charm and her friends must help her gather
three magical potion ingredients to fix it. Can they climb to the top of Mt.
Sparklemore, brave a giant's lair, and find an invisible unicorn hair -- all without
using magic??

Ultimate Character Guide (Pikmi Pops)
"Apple Blossom, Spilt Milk, Kooky Cookie, and their friends are competing in the
Shopville Games. Who will be this year's winners? There's only one way to find out!
Join the fun and get juiced up for competition. Because when you're the Shopkins,
there's always a cartful of surprises in store!"--Page [4] cover.

Ever After High: The Secret Diary of Apple White
More than six million Shopkins characters sold in the first four months of sale, and
this is the ultimate guide for collectors The hit of the holiday toy season and a Girl
Toy of the Year nominee, Shopkins are hotter than ever, and Ultimate Toy Collector
is the must-have guide for true Shopkins collectors of all ages. It brings the fun and
flair of the Shopkins world and features everything there is to know about these
cute collectables. From season one favorites like Rockin' Broc and Frank Furter to
season two rarities like Pamela Pancake and Cute Boot, you'll find them all here.
This guide also celebrates the Shopkins animated videos and how they make up a
huge part of the experience. It summarizes some of the most popular cartoons to
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date, provides ideas for fans who want to make their own Shopkins videos, and
includes the secrets to finding exclusive and limited-edition characters, crafting
with Shopkins, throwing a Shopkins-themed party, Shopkins trivia, fun games and
activities, and much more.

A Piece of Cake
Join the Shopkins(TM) for an all-new adventure in this illustrated 8x8 storybook.
When Lippy Lips decides to direct her own film, all the Shopkins are excited to
audition. But who will get the lead role? Read along to find out! This book also
includes a full sheet of Shopkins stickers!

Shopkins Coloring Book
These best friends bring magic into everything they do! Welcome to Charmville,
home to three enchanting Charmers-in-Training! Hazel, Posie, and Lavender are
learning about magic together. So brush off your broomsticks and get to know the
Little Charmers, their friends, and their adorable pets. Learn all about the
Charmers' awesome powers and explore their world of wonder!

Updated Ultimate Collector's Guide (Shopkins)
Learn about all of the Marvel super heroes and villains in this all-new updated
Collectors Guide! Discover your favourite heroes' alter egos and how they got their
powers, plus learn who are their greatest foes! From Spider-Man to Iron Man,
Thanos and Gamora, this Guide features your favourite Ooshies pencil toppers,
including series 4. With exclusive golden Loki Ooshie and awesome foil cover!

Apex Legends: Independent & Unofficial Ultimate Guide
One day when the Shopkins(TM) are playing fetch with Milk Bud, he runs a little too
far--and goes missing! Apple Blossom, Cheeky Chocolate, Lippy Lips, and the rest
of the group search high and low around Shopville for their Petkin friend. Will he
turn up--or is Milk Bud lost forever?

Meet the Little Charmers (Little Charmers)
Dive into an aquatic adventure with the Hatchimals! Let the games begin! In this
delightful storybook, Hatchimals from all over Hatchtopia gather at Breezy Beach
to compete in an egg-straordinary tournament. But who will take home the Golden
Seashell Trophy? Find out in this adorable picture book that young readers will
want to enjoy again and again!

Hatchimals: Hatchy Holidays! Sticker Activity Book
Having taken players all the way to the gateway to the modern world in Syndicate,
Assassin's Creed once again takes fans on an adventure through history. The Art of
Assassin's Creed 7 collates hundreds of concept arts, including sketches, final
paintings, and 3D Renders, alongside in-depth commentary from the artists and
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developers, representing the ultimate insight into the design processes behind the
game.

Lost and Hound (Shopkins)
There's a new Shoppie in town, and she's starting a Chef Club! Bubbleisha,
Jessicake, and Donatina can't wait to join--but first, they must put their cooking
skills to the test. The Shoppies and their teams have a great time making
Spaghetti � la Boom and Hula-Hoop soup-except for Bubbleisha. She sees the
other teams getting all the attention and wants her team to be noticed, too. She
takes matters into her own hands--and before she knows it, the cooking
competition becomes a total cooking disaster!

The Art of Assassin's Creed Origins
Get ready to giggle glitter and laugh yourself silly in this hilarious new joke book all
about unicorns!Full of jokes, puns, and one-liners about unicorns, mermaids,
fairies, and much more. This book is hot-to-trot and you'll laugh yourself hoarse!
The perfect gift for readers age 5 and up with a sparkly foiled cover and purple
inside printing for an extra special magical touch.

Meet the Cutie Cars (Shopkins: 8x8)
Perfect for an on-the-go storytime or a fast bedtime reading for sleepy kids, Very
Veggie 5-Minute Stories brings fans a new collection of nine VeggieTales
adventures. As the Veggie cast stumbles and sprints through hilarious scenarios,
children will learn values such as being patient, being responsible, loving others,
and doing their best. Full-color illustrations accompany the stories and will hold the
attention of the read-to-me set. Full-color illustrations accompany the stories and
will hold the attention of the read-to-me set.

Ultimate Collector's Guide: Volume 3 (Shopkins)
Crack open the ultimate Hatchimals Colleggtibles guide! Featuring bios and
information about each individual Colleggtible, this is the go-to source for these
small, collectible Hatchimals. Colleggtibles are mini plastic creatures in tiny eggs
that kids can hatch, revealing a hidden character inside. By rubbing the purple
heart on the shell until it turns pink, kids get the egg ready to hatch and can then
crack it open. Whether it's a perky Penguala or a daring Draggle, the fun begins
before a Hatchimal even breaks through its egg! Who will you hatch? This guide
includes an adorable poster perfect for every colleggtor!

Shopkins: The Ultimate Collector's Guide
Kids love to color

Very Veggie 5-Minute Stories
Shopkins(TM) are the hottest new collectible toy! Each fun figurine looks like a
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miniature grocery store product. There are cute fruits, tasty treats, adorable
beauty products, and more. With hundres of characters to collect, there's never a
reason not to shop! This freshly updated collector's guide includes all the essential
fun facts and tidbits about the latest Shopkins(TM) characters, including Series 3
and 4!

Instant Nonfiction Writing Frames
Meet the Smooshy Mushy squad in this official handbook that contains fun facts
about all the latest collectible characters, plus an awesome poster! Discover why
the sweet-scented and oh, so squishy Smooshy Mushys are the hottest collectibles
around! Welcome to Smooshyville, where the pets have mischief on their minds!
When the town goes to sleep, the animal residents of the local pet shelter sneak
out and meet up with their besties from Smooshy Mushy Industries. From donuts to
pancakes to French fries, the Smooshies' fabulous and foodilicious besties are
always ready to share a smile or an adventure. In this 100% official guide, get to
know each and every Smooshy Pet from series 1-5 along with hilarious fun facts!
Plus, use the collector's checklist to mark each character you find. An exclusive,
must-have collector's poster adds to the fun! With hundreds of Smooshy Mushy
characters bursting with sweetness, which ones will capture your heart?

WWE Superstars and Legends Poster Book
Meet the Cutie Cars, 24 brand new collectible toy cars under the Shopkins brand.
There are cool convertibles, bouncy buggies, and sweet SUVs--and each Cutie Car
comes with its own mini Shopkin figure! This 8x8 will feature fun facts about all 24
Cutie Cars.

Corny Jokes and Riddles (Shopkins)
Celebrate Valentine's Day with the Pikmi Pops in this beginning reader!

Shopkins: Ultimate Collector's Guide:
"The Monster HighO Character Encyclopedia is packed with colourful images of
every single one of the fangtastic friends who attend Monster High, such as Frankie
Stein, Clawdeen Wolf and Cleo de Nile. Read all about the spookerific students,
including the Original Ghouls, Mansters, Fright-Mares, and their pets. This factpacked encyclopedia will offer something new to even the most diehard Monster
High fans!"

A Merry Shopkins Christmas (Shopkins)
Readers create hilarious fill-in-the-blank stories--all about their favorite
Shopkins(TM). Come on down to Shopville, and great ready for some hilarious
stories--starring everyone's favorite Shopkins(TM)! Fill in the blanks to create
wacky adventures with Apple Blossom, Suzie Sundae, Kooky Cookie, and more.
Readers can complete each story on their own or with a friend. Plus, this book
comes with stickers for even more Shopkins fun!
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Shoppies Halloween Hulla-boo-lu
Children explore how their mothers have careers but also have the job of taking
care of them.

The Ultimate Unicorn Joke Book
Peppa visits the aquarium to find a friend for her fish, Goldie--but it's harder than
she thought! Some fish are too small, and some fish are WAY too big! Will Peppa
find a fish that Goldie can play with? Includes a sheet of puffy stickers displayed
through a window on the front cover.

Ultimate Toy Collector
The game of Apex Legends will be easy to conquer with this amazing, unofficial
handbook! Be the best in the battle royale with this ultimate guide! The Apex
Legends: Independent and Unofficial Ultimate Guide is packed with top battle tips
and all the info gamers need to become a pro! Build the ultimate crew by reading
the profiles on an array of diverse Legends. With awesome, dynamic graphics, and
in-game imagery, it's the perfect gift for Apex Legends fans. Plus, puzzles and
activities inside!

Hermione Granger: Cinematic Guide (Harry Potter)
Shine like a Superstar and make your space legendary with over 30 pull-out
posters for lockers, cubbies, and homes! The Superstars and Legends of WWE are
all in one awesome poster book! Are you a boss? A budding sports entertainer? Do
you want to feel like you're at ringside all the time? Bring WWE to life with these
fun pull-out posters including: - Mini locker & cubby posters - Double-sided door
signs - Mirror decorations - Customizable wall posters - Three-piece wall posters And more! With photos and cool, graphic treatments of WWE performers, these
decorations will make you one of the Elite! This poster book is a can't-miss item for
all WWE fans!

Shopkins Seek and Find Surprise!
Laugh along with all your favorite Shopkins! Apple Blossom, Kooky Cookie,
Strawberry Kiss, and more crack cartful after cartful of fresh jokes in this hilarious
book. Plus, with full-color illustrations throughout, there are discoveries in store on
every page!

Smooshy Mushy: The Official Collector’s Guide
More fun with all your favorite adorable ShopkinsT friends! There are cute fruits,
tasty treats, adorable beauty products, and more. With hundreds of characters to
collect, there's never a reason not to shop! The third edition of this essential
collector's guide includes all the fun facts and tidbits about the latest ShopkinsT
characters, including Seasons 5, 6, and beyond!
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Pikmi to Be Your Valentine! (Pikmi Pops)
The Shopkins(TM) remain one of the hottest collectible toys around! There are cute
fruits, tasty treats, fabulous footwear, and more. With hundreds of characters to
collect, there's never a reason not to shop! The third edition of this essential
collector's guide includes all the fun facts and tidbits about the latest Shopkins(TM)
characters, including new content for Season 5 and 6.

Welcome to Shopville
It's Christmastime, and all the Shopkins are getting ready to celebrate! Strawberry
Kiss is wrapping presents. Kooky Cookie and Apple Blossom are decorating the
tree. Everyone has a job to do--except Lippy Lips! Can Lippy find a way to bring
cheer to Shopville?

5-Minute Super Hero Stories (LEGO DC Super Heroes)
It's holiday time, and the Hatchimals want to play! Come and join the fun in this
sticker activity book with over 400 stickers. Help a Penguala fly home to Polar
Paradise, learn to draw a Draggle and use your stickers to decide which new
Hatchimals have hatched today. This book also contains exclusive collector cards!

Ultimate Handbook (Shopkins: Shoppies)
Pikmi Pops are the cutest collectible plush characters from Moose Toys, the
creators of Shopkins! This guidebook is packed with fun facts about over 100 Pikmi
Pops characters -- and these Pops are just full of surprises! Whose favorite treat is
cotton candy cornflakes? Who is an expert deep-sea diver? Which Pikmi Pop is the
MOST adorable? That last one is for you to decide -- read about all of them here!
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